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ABSTRACT 
The live migration is the process of transferring the data from one physical machine to another physical 

machine virtually. The live migration includes migration time, downtime and the resource consumption. The 

migration time and the downtime must be decreased. The new filter called the data filter is introduced between the 

source and the destination. This new filter is introduced into the PFC algorithm. The data filter is introduced to 

identify the dirty pages. The dirty pages are the pages that are frequently modified. LWWS is used to identify the 

frequently modified pages. By using this method the downtime can be reduced. The memory space is increased from 

512Mb to 1Gb. The memory of the frame is increased to transfer more number of pages and also to increase the 

speed of the transaction. By using this technology the migration time can be reduced and the efficient transformation 

can be made.     
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1. INTRODUCTION 
                The goal of the live migration in virtual machine is to deport the data’s from one physical machine to 

another without increase in the downtime during migration. Cloud provides the virtual storage area to store the data’s.  

Cloud computing offers services on the basis of “pay for what we use”. Pre-filter-copy algorithm is used to change 

the page that are modified. Hypervisor is the computer software that builds and runs virtual machines. It separates 

the operating system and the application from the computer hardware. 

                To identify the dirtied pages local writable working set is used. Two techniques are used for moving the 

virtual machine’s memory state from source to destination which are pre-copy memory migration and post-copy 

memory migration. When a virtual machine is running in a live service it should be maintained that whether it is 

balancing the requirements of downtime and migration time. It is useful for resource management of data center. 

Pre-filter-copy algorithm is used to improve the bandwidth resource consumption and to reduce the migration time 

and down time. A novel data filter is designed to filter the dirtied pages. Since it is an iteration process the files are 

overloaded, migration time is increased and also the markov process will become inefficient.  

                Availability of the virtual machine during the migration process is measured by down time. Live migration 

contains migrating the virtual memory data, network connection and virtual devices from source to destination. 

According to data filter the source send the data to destination based on the new list. The pages that are cleared and 

updated in the first round (current) are sent to the next round so that the iteration process will get decreased this 

increases the performance and decrease the migration time. The dirty pages in the iteration phase are forecast by the 

data filter algorithm. In markov model the future state depends only on the current state not on the past state and it 

is also known as stochastic model. The state transition process is known as the stochastic model. Limitation 

convergence ratio is used to improve the adaptivity of the pre-copy algorithm. 

            There are three parameters noticed which are migration time, downtime, and memory space. Virtual machine 

can be migrated from under loaded host to overloaded host so that load can be balanced. In downtime the hardware 

failures and software updation are tested. The memory space can be balanced by shutting down the systems which 

are at rest so that space can be reduced. 

Literature Survey: 

Year  Author Technique Tool Future work 

2016 Yonghui 

Ruan 

Pre filter copy algorithm Xen, NAS To increase the migration time and 

downtime. 

2014 Medina, 

and  Garcia 

Suspend/ resume technology Xen VMware, 

KVM 

Incremental migration and filters are 

applied to restore the information 

2013 Jhawar  Service layer is introduced to 

allow user to specify and apply 

desired level of fault tolerence 

NSDC, BPEL To increase cost benefit among 

stakeholders and to measure the 

strength of fault tolerence 

2012 Shetty Reducing the  attack in live 

migration using VLAN 

approach and NSE-H approach 

Xenhypervisor, 

VLAN, NSE-H 

To increase the authentication and 

authorization 
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2012 Ma Memory exploration and 

encoding technique to decrease 

the total transferred data. 

Xen hypervisor, 

SAN 

Migration traffic should be reduced 

further. Guest OS other than 

windows, linux and unix cannot be 

used. 

2010 Liu Slow sheduling algorithm to 

reduce migration time and 

downtime  

Xen hypervisor, 

NFS server 

Performance degradation should be 

reduced. 

2009 Jin Memory compression based 

VM migration approach 

Xen, Apache 

webserver  

To implement live wide area 

migration of virtual machine. 

2008 Kumar, 

and 

Schwan  

Netchannel VMM level 

abstraction is included 

Xen hypervisor To create specific management 

method required for seamless 

system and to focus on I/O intensive 

application. 

2005 Clark Introduction of Writable 

working set 

Xen, VMM Server workload has the downtime 

of 210ms.It must be reduced further. 

 

 
Figure.1. Architectural Diagram 

Approach to reduce Migration time: 

Pre-copy: Downtime of pure stop and copy algorithm can be improved and also bandwidth resource consumption 

can be increased by using this pre-copy algorithm. This pre-copy technique starts by copying the whole source virtual 

machine state to destination system. The source system remains responsive while copying. Performance of migration 

time cane be defined by using migration time and system downtime.  

              There are different algorithms like post copy, pre-copy, stop and copy etc. In this pre copy algorithm the 

performance can be achieved. Pre-filter-copy algorithm is used to improve the bandwidth resource consumption and 

to reduce the migration time and down time. A novel data filter is designed to filter the dirtied pages. 

Post-copy: Post-copy algorithm first transmits processor state to the target state and start the virtual machine at the 

target state. Post-copy thus ensures that each memory page is transferred at most once, thus avoiding the duplicate 

transmission overhead of pre-copy. 

             The main goal of the post copy algorithm is to minimize the number of page faults occurred.post-copy 

doesn’t deal with disk-based paging, the pre paging algorithms themselves can still play a helpful role in reducing 

the number of network faults in post-copy. 

Stop and copy: The pre copy algorithm is classified into iteration phase, stop and copy phase. Memory pages are 

copied to destination in iterative way since the virtual machine is running at the source. In each round the page gets 

transmitted from source to destination without synchronising the pages. When the dirtied pages are transmitted to 

the destination then it gets re-transmitted to next round where the dirtied pages are synchronised. By this iteration 

method the performance and memory space cannot be improved so the new method pre-filter copy is used to 

overcome pre-copy method. 

      The main target is to reduce migration time and bandwidth resource consumption of pre-copy algorithm. A 

novel data filter is introduced to achieve this goal. In this novel data filter previously filtered pages will be 

reconsidered, to see if they can be added to the send list. This ensures that the down time will not be increased. 

Approach to Filter data: 

State transition model: State transition model is the process of identifying the state of the pages and describing 

their transitions. Input to be provided is the frame number of dirty pages that is to be cleaned. To identify the pages 

that are dirtied a forecasting model is needed. This model is used to identify the pages that are dirtied. Forecasting 

algorithms are used to improve the live migration task and also the cost of the algorithm should be restricted. If the 

workload at the speed of 1Gb is assumed where the proportion of 10%. With the size of the page of about 40Kb over 

26000 pages are dirtied per second. Some workloads are considered to have faster rates of memory write. The 

analysis of the cost of this high speed data stream cannot be afforded by the live migration task.  
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     The repeated transitions are made by the frequently modified pages. Due to this frequently modified pages 

more number of the dirty pages are found to be transitioned. A new forecasting model is to be developed to control 

this more number of transition of dirty pages. This constitute of only few space in the VM memory. The best way is 

to identify the count on the number of pages that are modified when the transaction is made. This is done during the 

normal operational phase.  

         However the frequently modified pages that are identified in this method are the global frequent pages and 

they are considered to be   useless. This is because the pages cannot be added to the send list again to re-modify once 

they are filtered. There is another way that they can be sent through the iteration phase but the downtime is found to 

be increased. Therefore the forecasting model is to be built to analyse the frequently modified pages in the local time 

period.  

         To develop the forecasting model principle of locality should be known. Spatial locality principle and the 

temporary locality principle is used. Spatial locality principle states that the pages that are to be accessed are close 

to the pages that are currently being accessed. Temporary locality principle states that the pages that are currently 

being used will also be used in the nearby future. By using these two principles we can identify the pages that are 

frequently used are mostly found to concentrate on the local region. This model helps us to simplify the transferring 

of dirty pages to states. 

LWWS: Hot spot regions of memory write are easily identified using the LWWS method. LWWS is the local 

writable working set. The hot spot region contains the modified pages and also the rarely modified pages. These 

rarely modified pages should not be filtered. So, to identify these rarely modified pages further refinement is to be 

made. In the existing paper pre copy algorithm was used. This algorithm consist of a method called “writable working 

set”. This writable working set was further advanced to a new model which is the local writable working set. This 

new model is introduced to refine the dirty pages further more. To attain a better migration time the pages must be 

transformed using the stop and copy phase. 

         In the state transition model, each state is considered to be the group of hot spot region. It identifies the 

frequently modified pages in the local time period. There are two properties that are to be considered; Property 1 and 

Property 2. 

     The first property assumes that the LWWS is associated with the frequent state and it is considered to be the 

subset of WWS. According to this property if the page frequently appears then the page will be frequently modified. 

In other words the pages will come under the WWS and the LWWS will become the subset of WWS. 

         The second property assumes that the LWWS is associated with the infrequent state and it contains the rarely 

modified pages. In this property the frequently modified pages are under the infrequent state and they will be rarely 

modified. According to these two properties the LWWS is used to identify the frequent and infrequent pages of the 

memory write. 

Approach to reduce downtime: 

PFC algorithm: PFC algorithm is the pre filter copy algorithm. The pre filter copy algorithm is derived from the 

pre copy algorithm. Pre copy algorithm is used to transfer the pages from one physical machine to another physical 

machine virtually. During the transformation dirty pages are also sent along with the normal pages. To reduce the 

transformation of the dirty pages, the new algorithm called the pre filter copy algorithm is introduced. This algorithm 

introduces the data filter into the process of transformation. The pages are sent from the source to the destination. 

       The first step is to generate the send list. The send list consist of the pages that are to be sent from source to 

the destination. After the generation of send list the transformation from the source is made. During this 

transformation, before reaching the destination the pages are sent as the input into the data filter. This data filter 

filters the pages that are modified. The modified pages are considered to be dirtied. These dirty pages are identified 

using the LWWS method.  

After the identification of the dirty pages those pages are filtered and the remaining pages are sent from the 

data filter to the destination. The filtered pages are separated and they are cleared. After the refinement the pages are 

added to the next send list and then the new send list is sent from the source to the destination. The next send list 

consist of the dirty pages along with the next set of pages that are to be sent. After the filtration of the dirty pages 

from the data filter, the list of pages or the documents in the send list are called the new send list. Again the next 

send list filters the pages and forms the new send list and this process continues till all the pages are refined and sent. 

This method includes the threshold number to identify the number of pages that are to be synchronised. This value 

will be directly proportional to the down time. Downtime is the calculation of time for which the system is not in the 

working mode and waiting for long time without any work. It includes the duration for each memory state. The 

convergence ratio is considered to be null in the beginning. The previous value and the current value are set as null 

and n which is the start and end value of the number of pages to be transformed. The filter list is first considered to 

be empty. If the threshold value is greater than one then the convergence ratio is the division of the previous value 

and the current value. The data filter includes the list of dirty pages and duration for the refinement. The send list 

that is generated from the source is reduced with the number of filter pages before sending it to the destination. 
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LCR algorithm: Convergence ratio is derived from the convergence ratio CR. This LCR is developed to prevent 

the algorithm from running to excessive rounds. This algorithm also prevents the wasting of time and the bandwidth 

resources. As it is identified that the unlimited iteration is not allowed in the live migration task, downtime cannot 

be reduced. But the downtime is to be reduced to provide the efficient transformation of data from one physical 

machine to another physical machine virtually. Administrators should set the threshold value for the unsynchronised 

pages. 

           Administrators should also set the count on the number of pages that are sent from source and the number 

of pages that are filtered by the data filter. By using this method the downtime can be reduced. Administrators do 

not knew the number of iteration it will take to reduce the downtime. To avoid this problem the maximum count on 

the iteration is to be set large so that the downtime can be easily minimised. A new parameter named the convergence 

ratio is used. If the transmitted page is subsequently modified then the transmission is said to be the invalid 

transmission. 

               A valid page is the page that is sent from the source to destination without any refinement during the 

filtration period in data filter. If the pages are frequently modified in the source then the pages are not considered as 

valid page and they are regarded as invalid. The total number of valid transmissions and the invalid transmissions 

are separately identified and considered. The performance of the migration algorithm is identified. The number of 

pages that are not yet been synchronised and the number of pages that are synchronised and sent to the destination 

is identified. Both the values are divided and the quotient is found to be less than the convergence ratio. 

               The trade-off between the downtime and the bandwidth consumption is considered. This trade-off is 

identified in the LCR algorithm to prevent the algorithm from running into excessive rounds. This is also used to 

prevent the wasting of time and the bandwidth consumption. The sliding window protocol is used to send the pages 

from the source to the destination. This protocol is used to limit the number of pages that are to be sent from the 

source to destination. This protocol includes the frame number within which the pages are to be sent. This frame 

number is increased to 1Gb. The increase in the frame number is made to reduce the time consumption so that the 

migration time and the downtime can be reduced.  

Models to reduce migration time and downtime: 

Probabilistic sequence model: 

        A probabilistic sequence model is a set of instructions for generating sequences. In this model, we will need 

to have a second set of instructions that, when given a sequence, will score the sequence according to the model. If 

there is one set of instruction that generates the sequence, then the result is simply the product of all emission and/or 

transition probabilities along that path. 

         Markov model is to implement the state transition model. It is used for cache per-fetching and also a group 

of hotspot regions can be observed. In pre-copy method we can find the dirtied pages but not exactly as like in 

Markov model. 

         By using probabilistic sequence model the downtime and bandwidth consumption can be reduced. 

Hidden Markov model: The unobserved states in Markov chain is modelled by using hidden Markov model. States 

which are directly visible to observer are simple Markov model and hidden Markov model is the one in which there 

are invisible states (states which are not directly visible to the observer but the output depends on the visible state. It 

gives information about sequence states. 

      Hidden Markov model are categorised to pair wise Markov model and triplet Markov model. There is a 

special case of hidden Markov model which is Poisson hidden Markov model. Hidden Markov model are used in 

various application such as cryptanalysis, Gene prediction, machine translation. 

Variable Markov model: Variable order Markov model is a class of model is to extend Markov model.  It is also 

called as context trees since it is a realization sequence. In this variable Markov model some past states are 

independent from the future states. It estimates the conditional probability by using conditional probability 

distribution. It is applied in areas such as machine learning, information theory and bio-informatics. 

Markov model: Markov process is a random process and defined as the collection of random variables. In this the 

future state is independent of behaviour in past state. The Markov process must contain the property which is Markov 

property. Markov chain is a type of Markov process that has a particular state space. 

2. CONCLUSION 

      The usage of cloud computing is because of it’s efficiency in providing service. Since, the resources are 

easily available, the cloud providers should manage and assign the resources in time to the consumers. The 

requirements of consumer are not static, there is a dynamic change in requirements and the provider must be ready 

to manage. 

        The main purpose of using live migration technique is the efficiency in the resource management. Many 

authors have proposed different algorithms and methods for the live migration to increase the performance. In 

summary, all authors tried to splash a very low downtime. Our future work is to decrease the migration time and 

downtime that addresses the performance metrics of live migration of virtual machine. 
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